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Neuroscience, Aging, and Stem Cell Research Center, Sanford-Burnham Medical Research Institute, La Jolla, CaliforniaABSTRACT Drosophila melanogaster is a genetically malleable organism with a short life span, making it a tractable system in
which to study mechanical effects of genetic perturbation and aging on tissues, e.g., impaired heart function. However,
Drosophila heart-tube studies can be hampered by its bilayered structure: a ventral muscle layer covers the contractile cardio-
myocytes. Here we propose an atomic force microscopy-based analysis that uses a linearized-Hertz method to measure indi-
vidual mechanical components of soft composite materials. The technique was verified using bilayered polydimethylsiloxane.
We further demonstrated its biological utility via its ability to resolve stiffness changes due to RNA interference to reduce myofi-
brillar content or due to aging in Drosophilamyocardial layers. This protocol provides a platform to assess the mechanics of soft
biological composite systems and, to our knowledge, for the first time, permits direct measurement of how genetic perturbations,
aging, and disease can impact cardiac function in situ.INTRODUCTIONAdult Drosophila melanogaster possess an open circulatory
system with an abdominally located pulsatile heart tube (1).
The simple linear heart contains bilateral rows of contractile
cardiomyocytes that form the cardiac lumen, which is
aligned with the Drosophila body axis (Fig. 1 a). The ante-
rior conical chamber is the most pronounced muscular
region of the heart tube (1,2) and is likely a primary deter-
minant of circulatory flow. Covering the tube is a thin,
longitudinal, and ventral muscle layer that extends from
the conical chamber and runs nearly the entire length
of the heart, creating a bilayered structure (Fig. 1 b) (1,2).
The ventral muscle layer tightly associates with the tube
(1), making it difficult to remove without compromising
underlying cardiomyocyte integrity. Although genetic tools
and various imaging techniques (3–5) make perturbing and
observing cardiac structure and function possible, corre-
sponding biophysical analyses to monitor how genetic
perturbations and aging alter the mechanical environment
of soft bilayers do not exist, to our knowledge. Because
mechanics directly impacts both form and function across
numerous animal models (6), the lack of a biophysical
description of the Drosophila conical chamber severely
limits our understanding of cardiovascular dynamics in
such a genetically tractable system.Submitted August 2, 2011, and accepted for publication October 25, 2011.
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. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has been the standard
biophysical method used to obtain force-indentation curves,
which, when fit with a mathematical model of a sphere
indenting a material assumed to be homogeneous and thick
as compared to indentation depth (7,8), can determine tissue
elastic moduli, or stiffness (measured in Pascal, i.e., Pa). For
biological materials, such assumptions are not generally
valid because the material’s composition can be very
heterogeneous and are often composed of bonded layers
such as the Drosophila heart tube or skin or blood vessels
in mammals. When indentations are small, i.e., <10%
global strain throughout the bulk material, it is possible to
obtain elastic properties of the top layer of such materials
as the strain field is not overly influenced by subsequent
layers (9–11).
In cases where the top layer is too thin to dissipate the
strain from indentation before being influenced by under-
lying layer(s), correction models need to be applied. Two
prominent correction methods include those introduced by
Dimitriadis et al. (12) and Clifford and Seah (13). The
former method requires that juxtaposed layers have suffi-
cient moduli mismatch such as with cells adhering to a glass
coverslip (14,15). The latter method establishes an estimate
for when the underlying layer’s indentation influences
measurement of the top layer based on a ratio of both
moduli. These thin-coating analysis methods may not pose
a problem for isolated cells such as cardiomyocytes in vitro,
which show stiffness changes with maturation (16) and age
(17), because isolation simplifies the complex mechanical
environment that the cells inhabit in vivo. However, for
more representative in situ measurements of intact cells
where heterogeneous muscle layers potentially exist, this
poses a substantial problem for current analysis methods.
Our goal was to establish a straightforward analysis
method for thin biphasic materials, especially those thatdoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2011.10.042
FIGURE 1 Drosophila melanogaster heart structure and sample geom-
etry. (a) Diagram of the fly, indicating the three major body segments
(Abd, abdomen; Thrx, thorax; Hd, head) as well as the heart tube (Hrt)
and outlined conical chamber (CC) section of the heart tube. Both ventral
(top) and side views (bottom) are shown. (b) Cross-section of CC nanoin-
dentation (top), which is drawn to scale with indicated anatomical dimen-
sions. (Inset) Indenter geometry just as the probe contacts the ventral
surface. Fluorescent image of a fly heart (bottom) confirming specimen
geometry (CM, cardiomyocyte; VM, ventral muscle; Ind, indenter). Note
that the contrast was enhanced for image clarity. (c) Bright-field image of
AFM tip indenting the CC centerline with an overlay of a GFP-expressing
heart tube.
2630 Kaushik et al.are biological, where layer properties need not vary dramat-
ically, within a well-characterized model system. The line-
arized-Hertz method has been previously described for
such occasions (18) where the elastic moduli of juxtaposedBiophysical Journal 101(11) 2629–2637soft layers can be determined from a single force-indenta-
tion curve. Similar analyses have been applied to cell
indentation where the cell is assumed to be a bilayer of
soft cytosol and rigid cytoskeletal filaments (19,20).
However, previous descriptions lack rigorous verification
in synthetic polymer models and layered tissues and do
not explicitly attribute depth-dependent findings to specific
layers. Straightforward methodological explanation and
convenient analysis software also appear lacking.
Here, we perform an analysis on model bilayered systems
consisting of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) cast in layers
and in situ indentation of the conical chamber of the
Drosophila heart tube. We hypothesized that RNA interfer-
ence (RNAi)-mediated myofibrillar disruption and aging
would decrease and increase Drosophila cardiac fiber stiff-
ness, respectively. Cardiomyocyte-specific RNAi targeted
against myosin heavy chain (MHC), a major myofibrillar
component, softened the cardiomyocyte layer of the fly
heart without eliciting any significant stiffness change of
the ventral layer. Age-induced stiffening in both layers
was observed, which suggests wide applicability of our
approach to models of cardiovascular aging. Together these
data suggest that this analysis method enables direct in situ
measurements of dysfunction in diverse, multilayered,
biological specimens.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Drosophila husbandry and preparation
Flies were maintained at 25C on standard cornmeal-agar medium. Control
(yw) adult female flies were transferred to fresh food every 2–3 days and
aged for one or five weeks. UAS-MHC RNAi flies (VDRC transformant
ID 105355 KK) were crossed to Hand-Gal4 (II) driver flies (21). The
progeny express hairpins targeted against the MHC transcripts, to reduce
MHC expression, in a cardiomyocyte-restricted manner. The parental
Drosophila RNAi line has an interfering-RNA coding region of a transgene
located downstream of the yeast Upstream Activating Sequence. The gene
cassette containing the RNAi hairpin remains inactive in the absence of the
yeast GAL4 transactivating protein. When flies carrying the UAS-MHC
RNAi construct are crossed with flies carrying the GAL4 transcriptional
activator, the progeny inherit both genes and will express the RNAi in
the same pattern as GAL4. Transgenic RNAi expressed via the UAS/
Gal4 system allows manipulation of gene expression in a highly precise
spatial fashion with heart-specific Hand drivers. The adult progeny express-
ing cardiomyocyte-restricted RNAi targeted against MHC were aged for
one week (see Fig. 4). Myosin-GFP flies (from http://flytrap.med.yale.
edu, flytrap name: YD0783) were used to illustrate heart tube structure
(see Fig. 1 b).Microsurgery and imaging of Drosophila
cardiac tubes
Beating cardiac tubes for each genotype or age group were exposed via
microsurgery (nR 20) according to Vogler and Ocorr (22). All procedures
were performed at room temperature (18–22C), under oxygenated hemo-
lymph as previously described (4,22,23). Flies were anesthetized before
mounting (dorsal side down) on 25-mm-diameter coverslips and removing
the head, ventral thorax, and abdominal cuticle (22). All ventral tissues
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all extraneous debris, e.g., adipose and nervous tissue. Exposed hearts
typically exhibited rhythmic contractions for up to 4 h, although immedi-
ately before nanoindentation, heart-tube contractions were inhibited by
incubation in oxygenated hemolymph containing 10 mM ethylene glycol
tetraacetic acid (EGTA), resulting in heart-tube relaxation including a
cessation of flow and pressure gradients and an opening of ostia, i.e., inlet
valves on the sides of the heart. Motion-mode kymographs were generated
from 30-s bright-field movies of beating hearts taken at rates of
100–200 frames/s using a electron-multiplying charge-coupled device
digital camera (Hamamatsu, HamamatsuCity, Japan) on aDMLFSAmicro-
scope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) with a 10 immersion lens.
Motion-modes were created by a previously described MATLAB-based
image analysis program (24) (The MathWorks, Natick, MA).
To fluorescently label Drosophila heart tubes, rhythmic contractions
were arrested by hemolymph containing 10 mM EGTA. Hearts were fixed
in phosphate buffer solution (PBS) containing 4% formaldehyde for 20 min,
rinsed three times for 10 min with PBSTx (PBS containing 0.1% Triton-
X-100), incubated with Alexa584-phalloidin in PBSTx (1:1000) for
20 min, and washed again three times with PBSTx for 10 min, all at
25C with gentle agitation. The specimens were mounted on microscope
slides with Vectashield (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) and viewed
at 10 magnification using an Imager Z1 fluorescent microscope equipped
with an Apotome sliding module (Carl Zeiss Optronics, Wetzlar, Germany).Fabrication of PDMS bilayers
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) made from Sylgard 184 Silicone Elastomer
Base (Dow Corning, Midland, MI) was fabricated with varying elastic
modulus and thickness by changing the ratio of curing agent/elastomer
(1:45 for stiffer and 1:60 for softer PDMS) (25) and the angular velocity
(1000–12,000 RPM; see Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material) at which the
uncured PDMS was spun, respectively. PDMS was placed on a spincoater
(Laurell Technologies; North Wales, PA) and spun for 80 s at 1000 and
12,000 RPM to achieve film heights of 75.05 8.0 mm and 8.55 1.5 mm,
respectively (see Fig. S1), as measured by a Dektak 3030 Surface Profiler
(Veeco, Santa Barbara, CA). PDMS with a curing ratio of 1:45 and 1:50
was thermoset for 30 min at 60–70C and PDMS with a curing ratio of
1:60 was thermoset for either 30 min at 60–70C (1000 RPM) or 24 h at
room temperature (12,000 RPM). A bilayer material was made from
spinning a 12,000 RPM film (1:60 curing ratio) onto a precured 1000
RPM layer (of indicated curing ratio) and subsequently thermosetting the
bilayer for 24 h at room temperature. During thermosetting, the second
layer will bind to the primary layer resulting in a bonded, bilayer material.
A quantity of 75-mm thick, 1:45 curing ratio PDMS was also respun at
12,000 RPM and thermoset for 24 h at room temperature to mimic the
multiple spins required for bilayer fabrication.FIGURE 2 Nanoindentation analysis of Drosophila myocardium. (a)
Nontransformed force-indentation curve was obtained from a one-week-
old control fly heart (black). It is shown for all data after the contact point,
as determined by a contact-point-seeking algorithm (26). A single, least-
squares fit of the Hertz model (Eq. 1; dark gray) did not fit the data well.
Two Hertz model analyses, one using the initial contact point and fit range
for shallow indentation in panel a (light gray) and another using the x
intercept of the deep-fit and maximum indentation in panel a (orange),
yield much improved fits relative to a single Hertz model analysis. (b)
Linearized-Hertz form of the identical force-indentation curve is shown.
Linear fits of shallow (light gray) and deep (orange) indentations are
indicated for the range over which the fit was performed. (Dashed lines)
The x intercept of the deep-fit. (Inset) Plots magnify the first 500 nm of
indentation for each panel.Atomic force microscopy indentation
and force-curve analysis
All nanoindentation was performed with an MFP-3D Bio Atomic Force
Microscope (Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA) mounted on a Ti-U
fluorescent inverted microscope (Nikon Instruments, Melville, NY). We
used 120 pN/nm silicon nitride or 7500 pN/nm silicon cantilevers with
premounted borosilicate spheres (2 mm radius; Novascan Technologies;
Ames, IA) to indent Drosophila heart tubes or PDMS, respectively. Probes
were calibrated using a thermal noise method provided by the MFP-3D
Bio software (Asylum Research).
ForDrosophila heart indentation, yw adult female flies were immobilized
on glass supports. Myogenic contractions of surgically exposed heart
tubes were arrested and the AFM probe was aligned with the centerline
of the conical chamber of the heart tube (Fig. 1 c). A 1-mm2 area was
then probed in a 4  4 grid of indentations. Both Drosophila and PDMSwere indented up to a 100-nm cantilever deflection using approach and
retraction speeds of 1 mm/s unless otherwise indicated. Probe deflection
and position were monitored during indentation to produce plots of
force, F, versus indentation depth, d. Sample F-d curves are shown for
single and bilayered PDMS (see Fig. S2 a, left). All measurements
were performed in liquid using hemolymph (Drosophila) or deionized
water containing 2% w/v bovine serum albumin (PDMS). Drosophila
nanoindentation was performed only on freshly isolated specimens. No
significant probe-sample adhesion was observed.
Force-indentation curves made from a spherical indenter pressing into
a sufficiently thick material with uniform properties are commonly
analyzed by a method from Hertz (7). In this model, the elastic modulus,
E, is directly proportional to the load, F, distributed over the contact area
and inversely proportional to indentation depth, d,
F ¼ 4
3
E
ð1 n2Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Rd3
p
; (1)
where R is the radius of the sphere and n is the Poisson ratio of the surface.
Hertz analysis is highly dependent on accurately choosing the probe-mate-
rial contact point, which is difficult for soft materials, and produces only
a single elastic modulus (26). Equation 1 was transformed so that Eq. 2
is now linearly dependent on indentation depth changes and the slope is
directly proportional to E2/3 (see Fig. 2 b) (18):
DF2=3
Dd
¼

4
3
E
ð1 n2Þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
R
p 2=3
: (2)
Sample F2/3-d curves are shown for single and bilayered PDMS (see
Fig. S2 a, right). From this transformation, elastic modulus can be directly
calculated from the slope without the need to determine the contact point.
Linearized-Hertz and conventional force-indentation curves (labeled as
Hertz) were analyzed using custom-written software in MATLAB that
automates linear regression and least-squares fitting analysis of the raw
data to Eqs. 1 and 2, respectively. This software is available for downloadBiophysical Journal 101(11) 2629–2637
2632 Kaushik et al.at http://ecm.ucsd.edu/AFM.html, as well as example force curves used in
this analysis.
To outline the software’s approach, the F2/3-d curve is fit from maximum
indentation depths backward toward the contact point in an iterative fashion
until the coefficient of determination falls to<0.99 (see Fig. S2 b, left). This
isolates the fit slope of the deep indentation, which can be converted to an
elastic modulus using Eq. 2 (Fig. 2 b and see Fig. S2 b, center). The soft-
ware then begins a second shallow-indentation fit of the F2/3-d curve
from progressive indentation depths back toward the contact point until
the coefficient of determination falls to <0.95 (see Fig. S2 b, right),
isolating the portion of the curve for which only the top layer is detected.
Note that the contact point does not need to be explicitly calculated as
this transformation approach focuses on fitting linear regions of the
F2/3-d curve (see Fig. S2 c). As shown in Fig. S3 c, the first linear region
will always be the approach portion of the curve and at least one other linear
region will be present and correspond to the material. The difference in
slope between these lines will clearly delineate the regions of contact and
noncontact.
In Hertzian analysis of F-d curves from bilayers, we use two new
boundary conditions: 1), the indentation limit of the Hertzian shallow fit
will be the same as for the linearized-Hertz method, and 2), the F2/3-d
curve’s deep fit x intercept (Fig. 2 b, dashed-orange line and see
Fig. S2 c, left, dashed-red line) will be used as a virtual contact point to
determine the starting point for a Hertzian deep fit. Using these modifica-
tion produces two fits that mirror the linearized-Hertz method by providing
two moduli using coefficients of determination of 0.9 (Fig. 2 a, black data
versus light-gray and orange curve fits and see Fig. S2 c, right, black data
versus green and red curve fits). Due to error susceptibility differences in
curve shape, i.e., F versus F2/3, as well as errors in contact point determi-
nation, the modified Hertz fit could not always be computed for each curve
fit with the linearized-Hertz method, hence the differences in the number of
data points later seen in Figs. 5 and 6.Sample size and statistical analysis
Indentation analysis was performed approximately at the centerline of the
conical chamber for all flies, with typically16 F-d curves per fly. Measure-
ments were performed on 22, 20, and 21 flies per group yielding 301, 244,
and 301 total analyzable curves for one-week-old yw, five-week-old yw, and
one-week-old MHCRNAi-expressing heart tubes, respectively. Due to vari-
ations between PDMS samples, single samples were indented on at least
three different locations on the sample with 192, 128, 74, and 64 curves
analyzed for indentations of bilayered, 75-mm thick/1:45 curing ratio,
75-mm thick/1:60 curing ratio, and 8.5-mm thick/1:60 curing ratio PDMS,
respectively. PDMS loading rate experiments were analyzed from indenta-
tions for at least three different locations on the sample with 64 curves each.
All PDMS samples within each plot were made simultaneously from the
same solutions. All box-and-whisker plots show, and have statistics
computed for, all data pooled together whether from multiple samples or
single samples as indicated above. Statistical significance was determined
by a Wilcoxon rank-sum test of the stiffness distributions, where statistical
significance was assigned when p was at least <0.05.RESULTS
Indentation analysis
The F-d behavior of Drosophila myocardium was found not
to match Hertz model behavior for indentation of a single
material, i.e., Eq. 1 (Fig. 2 a; black versus gray curves).
This suggests the heterogeneous muscle layers of the
Drosophila heart likely exhibit distinct biophysical proper-
ties. A power-law transformation was performed to linearizeBiophysical Journal 101(11) 2629–2637Eq. 1 (F-d data) into Eq. 2 (F2/3-d), referred to as the linear-
ized-Hertz equation because Hertzian material behavior is
not represented by a straight line on the plot. Using an algo-
rithm to detect these linear regimes with fitting tolerances at
least exceeding R2 > 0.95 in the transformed curve, the plot
of force to the 2/3 power versus indentation (F2/3-d) was
found to become linear in two distinct regions with different
moduli (Fig. 2 b). We hypothesized that this was due to the
distinct bilayered structure of the Drosophila heart where,
up to indentations <10% of heart thickness, mechanics
are dominated by one material or another depending on
indentation depth. The ventral layer is only ~1–2 mm thick
(Fig. 1 b), so linear fits of shallow indentations represent
small strains (Fig. 2 b; inset) and produce moduli that agree
with previous Hertzian analysis (9,11). When the ventral
layer is completely compressed at deep indentations, cardi-
omyocyte layer properties should appear and represent the
second linear portion of the plot as previously predicted
by computational finite element analysis (11). The transition
region between the two layers is likely dependent on moduli
and thickness differences of the layers, as predicted both
from indentation and modeling (9–12). However, the model
set forth here is focused on linear regions of the transform
and not the transition, as the former indicates bulk material
stiffness of the single tissue layer bearing the brunt of that
strain at that point of indentation (see the schematic in
Fig. S4).
To verify this interpretation and analysis, PDMS was
fabricated as a synthetic model system with either one or
two layers. Each layer contained PDMS of a different poly-
mer curing ratio to modulate stiffness and differed in thick-
ness (see Fig. S1). Samples were indented by AFM, and to
confirm linearity, force and force to the 2/3 power were
plotted versus cantilever z position (F-z position and F2/3-z
position, respectively; see Fig. S3, a and b) to include the
approach region before indentation. For linear regions in
the F2/3-z-position plot, its derivative, dF2/3/dz, should result
in a straight, flat line. As seen in Fig. S3 c, F2/3-z-position
plots of bilayered PDMS exhibit three linear regions. These
correspond to moduli describing tip approach (which is
zero), the top layer, and the second layer (indicated by
dashed lines) with the latter two linear regions separated
by a nonlinear transition (as illustrated for Drosophila in
Fig. S4).
This analysis does not rely on directly determining the
contact point between the material and the AFM tip. As
with Drosophila, transformation of PDMS force-indentation
curves (Fig. 3 a) again shows linear behavior that permits
the determination of an elastic modulus over that linear
indentation depth range (Fig. 3 b). Single-layer PDMS ex-
hibited a near 10-fold difference in elastic modulus as
a function of polymer curing ratio, independent of PDMS
thickness (Fig. 3 c). For bilayer PDMS, the slope of the
force-indentation curve and its transform is quite shallow
at first as the indentation depth of the transition between
FIGURE 4 Myosin heavy chain (MHC) knockdown in Drosophila
heart tube. (Top, left to right) Schematic of myofibril orientation in ventral
muscle (VMM) and cardiomyocytes (CMM). Fluorescent micrographs of
control and MHC RNAi-expressing conical chambers stained with filamen-
tous actin-binding Alexa584-phalloidin. RNAi hearts reveal a marked
decrease in cardiomyocyte circumferential myofibrils but not longitudinal
ventral muscle myofibrils. (Bottom) M-mode kymograph images of control
and MHC RNAi-treated heart tubes. Note impaired movement of RNAi-
expressing hearts.
FIGURE 3 Indentation of single and bilayer polymer materials. (a)
Force-indentation curves of single-layer polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
gels with a curing ratio of 1:60 (light shaded) and 1:45 (dark shaded) versus
a bilayer PDMS gel (solid). (Arrows) Regions of similar behavior with
single layer gels. (b) Force curve data plotted in a linearized-Hertz form
using Eq. 2, i.e., F2/3-d. (Arrows) Regions of similar slope (and moduli)
with single layer gels. (c) Box (25 and 75 percentile) and whisker (10
and 90 percentile) plots with overlapping data points of PDMS bilayers
and monolayers with curing ratios and thickness indicated.
In Situ Mechanical Analysis of Bilayers 2633top and bottom layers was found to depend on thickness and
moduli differences. Increasing thickness of the top layer
allowed for increased compression before the effects of
the bottom layer were observed (see Fig. S5, a and b, blue
versus green). On the other hand, increasing bottom layer
modulus allowed for less compression before onset of the
modulus transition (see Fig. S5, a and b, green versus red).
This result is consistent with thin-film AFM models
where thicker and less mismatched layers require lesscorrection due to lower strains (9,11,12,27). Most impor-
tantly, the elastic modulus of the top layer is nearly identical
to the single layer modulus of the same curing ratio, irre-
spective of its thickness (Fig. 3 c). After a transition region
where both layers are likely compressed resulting in
nonlinear behavior, transformation using Eq. 2 again linear-
izes data and permits the determination of a second modulus
(Fig. 3 c), which is not possible for thin-film AFM models
(9,11,12,27). For bilayered PDMS, when the bottom layer
was compared to single layered PDMS of the same curing
ratio, layer elastic moduli were nearly identical. It should
be noted that PDMS is a loading rate-sensitive material
(28), and when indented at different loading rates, both
single and bilayered materials had proportionately increased
moduli as a function of PDMS curing ratio (see Fig. S5 c).
For this reason, Drosophila measurements were made at the
same loading rate.Cardiac-specific MHC knockdown results in
cardiomyocyte-specific softening
Myofibrillar disassembly likely leads to changes in myocar-
dial stiffness. To verify that our analysis can determine inde-
pendent mechanical changes in situ in a multilayered system
such as the adult Drosophila heart tube, cardiac-specific
(21) RNAi for myosin heavy chain (MHC) was used to
genetically modify cardiomyocytes and not ventral muscle
fibers. Cardiomyocyte-restricted MHC knockdown induced
a marked reduction in myofibrillar density in 1-week-old
flies relative to control (Fig. 4; top). Moreover, severely
depressed wall motion and loss of rhythmic contractions
confirmed extensive functional impairment of the heart
tube (Fig. 4; bottom).
Both F-d and F2/3-d plots measured from EGTA-arrested
hearts indicated that there was no difference in slope atBiophysical Journal 101(11) 2629–2637
2634 Kaushik et al.shallow indentation depths, corresponding to a lack of
change in passive mechanics of the thinner ventral muscle.
Interestingly, there was an appreciable difference between
RNAi-treated and control flies at deep indentation depths,
corresponding to differences in the mechanical properties
of the cardiomyocytes (see Fig. S6). Fits from the linear-
ized-Hertz and the Hertz analysis method based on Eq. 1
confirmed that cardiac-specific RNAi did not significantly
change median ventral muscle stiffness, i.e.,<10% (Fig. 5 a),
but did cause a significant twofold reduction in median
cardiomyocyte stiffness (Fig. 5 b). Despite the RNAi
treatment, it is important to note that the cardiomyocytes
remained an order-of-magnitude stiffer than the ventral
muscle, ensuring the accuracy of our detection technique.Cardiac stiffness increases with age
In addition to robust genetic tools that make the organism
a highly tractable system for investigating cardiac biology,
Drosophila ages rapidly and therefore serves as an efficient
model for studying senescent-dependent changes in
myocardial properties. Hence we monitored heart-tube stiff-
ness as a function of age. Contrary to the effect of cardiac-
restricted genetic manipulation of MHC (see Fig. S6;
compare red and blue curves), F-d and F2/3-d plots indicated
an increase in slope for both shallow and deep indentation
depths of EGTA-arrested hearts in five-week-old relative
to one-week-old control flies (compare green and red
curves, respectively). Using the linearized-Hertz method,
five-week-old flies were found to exhibit a statisticallyFIGURE 5 Myosin heavy chain (MHC) knockdown alters cardiomyo-
cyte stiffness. Linearized-Hertz and modified Hertz analyses for (a) ventral
muscle, i.e., shallow fit of Fig. 3, and (b) cardiomyocytes, i.e., deep-fit from
Fig. 2. In ventral muscle, there is no observed difference between one-week
control and MHC knockdown hearts, regardless of analysis method
(p ¼ 0.28 and 0.34, respectively). Cardiomyocytes softened more than
twofold, confirming cardiac-specific RNAi expression (p ¼ 4.6  1017
and 1.8  1015 for linearized-Hertz and Hertz method analyses).
Biophysical Journal 101(11) 2629–2637significant, 2.5-fold increase in median cardiomyocyte stiff-
ness versus one-week-old flies (Fig. 6 a). Ventral stiffness
increased 50% though remained an order-of-magnitude
softer than cardiomyocytes at five weeks of age (Fig. 6 b).DISCUSSION
Analysis advantages for soft bilayered materials
Analysis of force-indentation curves from soft materials is
often complicated by difficulties in determining the contact
point, the point at which the AFM probe contacts the mate-
rial, e.g., the F-d curve slope may only be slightly higher
than the thermal noise associated with probe fluctuations.
The softness of many biological materials and the possi-
bility for multiple layers of different materials further
complicate the analysis (26). For layered materials, previous
corrections to the Hertz model are useful specifically where
the stiffness of one substrate is orders-of-magnitude greater
than the other (12).
To date, there have only been limited observations of the
phenomenon we observed in Drosophila myocardium,
where both layers are comprised of soft materials. For
example, linearized-Hertz analysis of cell indentation has
shown two separate depth-dependent moduli (19). Varying
stiffness by ablating cytoarchitectural proteins has indicated
that at least one of these depth-dependent moduli is related
to the cytoskeleton (20). However, the most complete anal-
ysis of this phenomenon has involved finite element
modeling of a biphasic material consisting of a soft mono-
layer and a stiffer inclusion. Force-indentation curves of
monolayered and biphasic materials showed identical
behavior at shallow indentation depths.
However, the forces felt at deeper indentation depths
within the biphasic material were greater as compared to
monolayer indentation (11). Though finite element methods
have given critical insight into how bilayers behave during
nanoindentation qualitatively, rigorous quantification of
this phenomenon in biological specimens was not well
described. By using a linearized-Hertz fit with sufficientFIGURE 6 Aging increases myocardial stiffness in Drosophila. Despite
population variation, there is a significant, twofold increase in both (a) car-
diomyocyte and (b) ventral muscle stiffness between one- and five-week-
old control heart tubes as assessed by the linearized-Hertz method (p ¼
2.2  1012 and 6.0  107, respectively).
In Situ Mechanical Analysis of Bilayers 2635indentation depth for both layered PDMS and the
Drosophila heart tube, we further demonstrate the ability
to determine stiffness of separate layers with similar
mechanical properties but do so within well-characterized
soft, bilayered materials in situ. Although this linearized-
Hertz model sufficiently describes 2–3 mm indentations,
other well-established nonlinearly elastic indentation
models may be more appropriate for deeper indentation or
more complex cytoarchitectures (29).
It is important to note three considerations for this anal-
ysis method as it relates to either model system: First, the
conical chamber of Drosophila is slightly rounded with
a lateral pitch change of <1 per mm (Fig. 1 b). By using a
2-mm radius sphere at the center-line of the tube, this curva-
ture likely has negligible effects. Second, for all of the inden-
tations performed, the linearized-Hertz fits converged to
a solution for all curves given fitting tolerances. Even with
adjustments made to the Hertz approach, e.g., fitting
a deep indentation region with a virtual second contact point,
less than half of the data could be fit by standard Hertzian
analysis, accounting for differences in scatter plot density
(Figs. 5 and 6). This indicates that linearization produces
a muchmore robust determination of biophysical parameters
for bilayers because AFM measures relative z position and
force, which is the only measure needed for the linearized
method. Third, the Hertz and linearized-Hertz models are
mathematically identical, so they should yield similar
results, although Hertz fitting requires three fitting parame-
ters (z position and force at contact and the elastic modulus
for which the fit is calculated) versus one parameter for line-
arized-Hertz. Because AFM software displays relative
indenter z position and force, one must use algorithms to
calculate the contact point, which is often done over a single
range of z positions and applied to a single Hertz model (26).
For a monolayer, model differences are negligible as only
one contact point is needed. This is directly tested here for
shallow indentations into the ventral muscle where both
methods yield identical median moduli (Fig. 5 a).
To accurately measure bilayered materials with Hertzian
analysis, a contact point for each layer must be obtained
from separate analysis ranges. Otherwise, single contact
point analysis will lead to a single, inaccurate modulus
and poorly fit data (Fig. 2 a, gray versus black). Because
imprecise contact-point-dependent analysis can introduce
errors up to several-fold even for monolayers (30), this
multicontact approach for bilayers is likely to be increas-
ingly error-prone. Though methods that diminish the error
introduced by a poorly calculated contact point have been
established, these still require such a calculation (31). In
comparison, the linearized-Hertz method relies only on
the slope of the curve and thus is a truly contact-point-
independent analysis method. Proper analysis only requires
that the user indent the material to an appropriate depth and
then fit data based on relative differences within the force-
indentation curve.In the case of bilayered materials, linearization of a suffi-
ciently deep force-indentation curve reveals two straight
lines both visually (Fig. 2 b, black) and through fitting
(Fig. 2 b, orange and light gray). For materials consisting
of three or more sufficiently thick layers, as compared to
the indenter radius, linearized-Hertz analysis would reveal
three lines in the same way. Thus the advantage of this anal-
ysis method is that the F2/3-d plots of linearized-Hertzian
analysis give straight lines that are easy to fit, making this
fitting method more user-friendly and intuitive to novice
biological AFM users.Analyzing the origins of biological stiffness
Direct application of sufficient force to ventrally exposed,
beating Drosophila myocardium results in the attenuation
of rhythmic beating. A 50-mm indentation reportedly causes
a total occlusion of the larval Drosophila heart tube (32).
This level of myocyte deformation is known to open the
stretch-sensitive, calcium-permeable transient receptor
potential channel Painless, which would increase intracel-
lular free calcium and potentially augment force production
(32). It is critical to note that the AFM indentation per-
formed here is more than an order-of-magnitude smaller
than the indentation that induced cardiomyocyte arrest.
For example, a 2-mm-radius sphere indenting the adult
Drosophila heart tube would create no more than 0.151%
strain when examined in cross section (see Fig. S7). Thus,
nominal indentation of a relaxed heart with open ostial
valves and a sufficiently thick wall (Fig. 1 b) would produce
negligible global tube compression and not require a more
complicated indentation model accounting for fluid
compression within the tube.
Moreover, this small amount of strain is below the previ-
ously observed strain required for channel activation (33)
and emphasizes that this AFM method seeks to minimize
strain to measure an intrinsic, passive material property
and not a mechanobiological response. If, however, our
indentation caused Painless or additional stretch-sensitive
channels to open in adult hearts, rapid myocyte stiffening
should have been observed with the linearized F2/3-d curve
becoming nonlinear, which was not the case (see Fig. S2)
and suggests active stiffening is not transpiring.How genetics and aging affect Drosophila heart
tube stiffness
Due to its short life-cycle and genetic tractability,
Drosophila is an ideal model organism for investigating sen-
escent-dependent changes in cardiac biology with relatively
high temporal throughput. A recent Drosophila genome-
wide screen found that expression of a significant number
of adhesion-related genes was vital to heart performance
(34). Age-related differences in expression of these genes
would likely affect cardiac function. The analysis methodBiophysical Journal 101(11) 2629–2637
2636 Kaushik et al.described here would thus serve as a useful biophysical
method to complement current microscopy analyses used
to identify the passive mechanical role played by these
proteins, e.g., myofibril disassembly and decreased frac-
tional shortening—the difference in heart-tube diameter
during systole relative to diastole (5,23).
This is especially true for age-related studies considering
the significant age-related increase in myocardial stiffness
observed by AFM (Fig. 6). Our method could also act as
a screen and/or confirm the function of mammalian-
conserved, mechanically sensitive proteins, such as has
been implicated with the cell adhesion molecules fas and
DE-cadherin and the extracellular matrix protein laminin
A (35). These proteins are essential for tube formation
and maintenance, respectively, and their ablation, which
is known to cause breaks in the heart tube during embry-
onic development (35), may likely impair force transduc-
tion, decrease sarcomere assembly, and thus decrease
myocyte stiffness. This connection is highly plausible
given the link shown here between MHC knockdown,
reduced myofibrillar content (Fig. 4), and cell softening
(Fig. 5).
It is important to note that genetic changes can be local-
ized to cardiomyocytes with the Hand-Gal4 (II) driver (21)
so that comparisons of control and RNAi-treatedDrosophila
can occur in a cardiac-autonomous fashion in the absence of
other defects. For example, Fig. 5 confirms the ability of our
method to parse individual tissue properties between the
muscle layers and likely does not reflect contributions
from matrix between the muscle layers as it is exceedingly
thin, i.e., tens of nanometers (1), compared to the muscle
layers and the size of our indenter. Moreover, the lack of
change in ventral muscle despite MHC knockdown in
adjacent cardiomyocytes also suggests that there is little
interdependence between the two muscle layers as observed
classically in single cells (36).
One complication of using biological specimens is the
significant animal-to-animal variation in stiffness; measure-
ment variance within a given fly, for example, ranged from 5
to 40% as a function of age (1–5 weeks) and up to 20% with
MHC knockdown. Although this variance is similar to that
seen with other AFM cell and tissue analyses (9,16), the
relatively high temporal throughput of the Drosophila
model for age-or disease-related analyses combined with
the automated analysis of our method makes the number
of specimens analyzed limited only by the ability of the
end-user to generate AFM-ready samples. We found that
sufficient statistical power was achieved, i.e., significant
differences in populations as determined by Wilcoxon
rank-sum tests, when sample populations exceeded 20.
With an average measurement time of 20 min per fly, a
sufficiently large data set for a given fly genotype can be
obtained in a matter of hours, making this technique suitable
for the average end-user to perform relatively large high
throughput screens.Biophysical Journal 101(11) 2629–2637We believe that this linearized-Hertz method of force-
indentation analysis can provide biologists with a direct
biophysical understanding of how specific perturbations
alter tissue function, which cannot be done with preexisting
genetic tools and imaging methods (3–5). Though we
present analysis in the fly heart tube here, and to our knowl-
edge the first demonstration of direct, passive mechanical
in situ measurements of cellular bilayers, applications in
other layered tubes and tissues that previously could not
be analyzed biophysically, such as blood vessels and skin,
respectively, can be easily adapted to this method, making
it a useful tool to the biological community.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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